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Abstract
We analyze the evolution of oxygen abundance radial gradients resulting from our chemical
evolution models calculated with different prescriptions for the star formation rate (SFR)
and for the gas infall rate, in order to assess their respective roles in shaping gradients.
We also compare with cosmological simulations and confront all with recent observational
datasets, in particular with abundances inferred from planetary nebulae. We demonstrate
the critical importance in isolating the specific radial range over which a gradient is measured, in order for their temporal evolution to be useful indicators of disk growth with
redshift.

1

Introduction

Chemical elements appear in the Universe as a consequence of three production scenarios: 1)
Big Bang Nucleosynthesis; 2) Fragmentation processes (Cosmic Rays); and 3) Stellar Nucleosynthesis. H disappears at the same time that metals (elements heavier than He) increase
their abundances. Elements are created, eventually ejected and diluted by the interstellar
medium, and ultimately incorporated into successive generations of stars. If the process of
star formation occurs rapidly, then the increase of the elemental abundances is also rapid; if
it is slow, the abundances also increase slowly. In this way, abundance patterns give clues
regarding star formation: when, how, and with which rate, stars form. Galactic Chemical
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Evolution (GCE) models try to explain how and when the elements appear based upon some
hypothesis [10, 61]. In the process of understanding the creation and evolution of the elements, we might compare model predictions with data and deduce the evolutionary histories
of galaxies.
One of the best known features of spiral galaxies is the existence of a radial gradient
of abundances in their disks [23]. This gradient was first observed in the Milky Way Galaxy
(MWG) and then in other external galaxies [59, 42, 66], and it is now well characterized in
our local Universe [57]. The radial gradient was interpreted as due to differences in the star
formation rate or the gas infall rate along the disk, although other reasons are also possible
–see [22] for a detailed review–. In order to understand the role of the involved processes,
numerical chemical evolution models were early developed [33, 34, 14, 62, 41, 15, 16]. Most of
these models were able to reproduce the present state of our Galaxy, however not all of them
predict the same evolution with time. For example, models from [14, 43] predict an initially
flat radial distribution, which then steepens with time. Conversely, models by [15, 16] possess
a steep initial radial abundance gradient which flattens with time. The first scenario is the
consequence of the existence of the disk before starting the evolution (i.e., initial conditions),
combined with an infall of primordial gas which dilutes the metal enrichment of the disk,
preferentially in the outer regions. In the second scenario, however, the infall of gas forms
out the disk and, furthermore, it contributes to the metal budget because the infalling gas
is not primordial: there is also star formation in the halo before the gas falls onto the disk.
Therefore, it seems that the radial gradient of abundances, observed in spirals is dependent
upon the scenario of formation and evolution of the disk –see [63] and references therein. In
fact, as [30] explained, the radial gradient may be only modified by inflows or outflows of
gas, and, besides the possible variations of the initial mass function (IMF) or stellar yields
along the galactocentric radius, the only way to change a radial gradient of abundances is to
have a star formation rate (SFR) or an infall rate changing with galactocentric radius. Most
of models able to reproduce the present state of the solar neighborhood and the Galactic
disk as a whole follow one of two trends: a) the gradient is steep, and then it flattens with
time [16, 50, 44, 49, 25], or, b) it is flat initially and it then steepens with time [62, 43, 8].
Besides this question of the scenario for each chemical evolution model, radial flows of gas or
stellar migration may also modify, flattening, the radial distributions of abundances for stars
of different ages –see [32] for a review about this subject.
From an observational perspective, the question of appropriate datasets against which
to compare has been debated vigorously. In [44] we compared the chemical evolution results
with two types of observational data: planetary nebulae (PNe) of different masses (that is,
different ages) to oxygen abundance radial distributions at different times, and open and
globular clusters, to estimate the global metallicity in objects of different ages. The problem
with PNe is that to estimate their galactocentric distances and their stellar masses (and,
therefore, their ages) is a process with large uncertainties. The open cluster age determination, in turn, is not an easy task, too, although the error bars are smaller in this case.
However the box enclosing the data corresponding to these objects basically falls in the same
region of the young stars in a plot of [Fe/H] vs radius. In the end, the most accurate date are
those of globular clusters, and based mainly on their metallicities, we reached the conclusion
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Figure 1: Radial distributions of: a) the total mass; and b) the mass enclosed in each radial
region. Different lines correspond to different virial mass values, as labelled. Taken from [47].

that our models with a flattening of the radial gradient of abundances were good enough to
reproduce the observational data. This situation has changed, however, in the light of the
new observational results of stellar metallicities and of the PNe determinations of age and
distance, as we will show later.
We, therefore, think that it is time to revise this question of the evolution of the radial
gradient of abundances. To do so, we have generated a new suite of chemical evolution models
for which we have revised all the necessary inputs for our code. Here, we will analyze the
results corresponding to a Milky Way Galaxy (MWG) like model.
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Chemical Evolution Models

In a chemical evolution model, a scenario is assumed in which there is a given mass of gas
in a certain geometric region. This mass is converted to stars by following an assumed star
formation law. A mass ejection rate appears as a consequence of the death of stars. Often,
some hypothesis concerning gas infall and outflows are included. The ejected mass depends,
therefore, on the remnant of each stellar mass, on the mean-lifetimes of stars and on the
IMF employed. This suite of models, based on [15, 16], are an update of those from [45],
hereinafter MD05. We start with a mass in a proto-halo which is calculated from [55].
We have computed 16 radial distributions within a range of virial masses [5 × 1010 −
, which implies maximum rotation velocities in the range [42 − 320] km s−1 and leads
to disks with total masses in the range [1.25 × 108 − 5.3 × 1011 ]M . We show in Fig. 1 the
radial distributions we have obtained for various virial masses, as labelled.

1013 ]M

Shaping the predicted radial abundance patterns are also the: 1) stellar yields (with
the corresponding mean-lifetimes of stars) and the IMF; 2) infall rate of gas over the disk,
and 3) star formation law, as outlined next.

2.1

Stellar Yields

We have divided, as usual, the stellar masses into two ranges corresponding to low- and
intermediate-mass stars (m < 8M ), and massive stars (m > 8M ). The first eject mainly
He4 , C12,13 and N 14,15 ; a small amount of O can be generated in some yield prescriptions,
as well as various s-process isotopes. Massive stars, in turn, produce C, O, and all the socalled α-elements, up to Fe. The literature of stellar yield generation is a rich one, with
various works differing from one another due to the intrinsically different input physics to
the underlying stellar models.
Furthermore, it is necessary to deconvolve these stellar yields with the IMF. Again,
there are in the literature a certain number of different expressions to define this IMF. Therefore, we have addressed this question in a work described in [46]. There we have computed a
chemical evolution model for MWG by using 6 different stellar yields for massive stars, 4 different yields sets for low and intermediate mass stars, and 6 different IMFs. Analyzing these
144 permutations and comparing their results with the observational data for our Galaxy disk,
we determined which combinations are most valid in reproducing the data. Following these
results, the different IMF + stellar yields combinations produce basically the same radial
distributions for gas (diffuse and molecular), and stellar + star formation surface densities,
as shown in Fig. 2. The corresponding radial distributions for the elemental abundances of
C, N and O, as show in Fig.3, left panel, are very different in their absolute values, with some
far from the observational data, while others lie closer to the data. They do, however, show
a similar slope for these radial distributions, suggesting that the selection of one or other
combination is not particularly useful in modifying the radial abundance gradient. In any
case, there only 8 combinations IMF + stellar yields able to reproduce the MWG data with
a high probability (P > 97%). We use from here the yield combination given by [18, 19] and
[35, 9], with the IMF of [31], which provides a good match to the data, as we show in Fig.3,
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Figure 2: Radial distributions of surface density of: a) diffuse gas, HI; b) molecular gas, H2 ;
c) stars and d) SFR. Different lines correspond to different IMF + stellar yields combinations.
Dots with error bars are the data for MWG. Taken from [46].

right panel. See more details in [46].

2.2

Infall rate

In our scenario, the gas initially in the proto-halo falls to the equatorial plane where the disk
forms. In our old MD05 models, we assumed that this infall rate depends on the total mass
of each galaxy, M , through a collapse time-scale τ , defined by the expression τ ∝ M −1/2 ,
from [17]. Moreover, within the disk, and following the same idea as other authors, we had
assumed that τ has a radial dependence, being shorter in the inner regions of the disk and
longer in the outer ones. In fact, we used an exponential function to compute this time
scale, at variance with other models where a linear relationship with radius was used. Now,
we profit from the new knowledge about the relationship between the halo mass and the
corresponding mass of the associated disks to estimate which must be the infall rate from the
halo to obtain the correct disk. By using the equation from [58]:
3.1

Mvir /3.1011 M
Mstar [M ] = 2.3 × 10
,
1 + (Mvir /3.1011 M )2.2
10

(1)
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Figure 3: Radial distributions of C, N and O elemental abundances for: a) models with
144 IMF + stellar yield combinations; b) the models selected as the best. Different lines
correspond to different IMF + stellar yields combinations. Dots with error bars are the data
for MWG as taken from the compilation in [46]. The yellow large dot in each panel is the
solar abundance for the corresponding elements. Taken from [46].
it is possible to determine the appropriate final disk mass. From this expression and using
the rotation curves and equations from [55], we obtain the radial distributions of mass in the
proto-halo and in the disk in each geometrical region at a given galactocentric distance; this
is defined by a cylinder, as given in Fig.1. From these masses we obtain the collapse time in
each radius R as:
13.2
 [Gyr]
τ (R) = − 
(2)
∆M (R)
ln 1 − ∆M D (R)
tot

The collapse time scale coming from this expression for a MWG-like model is smoother
than the old exponential function used in MD05. The resulting infall rates produced by this
collapse timescale are thus different than before: they show a smooth evolution for disks
and stronger for bulges. The infall rates for different mass disks show variations only in the
absolute values, with a very similar behavior for all galactic masses. The infall rate is very
low in the outer regions of disk, and maintains that with redshift. This implies that the SFR
is also low for all times. A sharp break in the disk is associated with the dramatic decline in
star formation at a given radius.
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When we compare these results with the ones coming from cosmological simulations
we see that our older models possessed stronger evolution with time, appearing more similar
to simulations associated with spheroids/early-types; our newer models are more akin to
simulations of late-type disks of the correct size and mass, as shown in Figs. 3 and 6 of [47].

2.3

Star formation law

The last of our ingredients refers to the SFR law. In the halo, we assume a Schmidt law
to form stars with an index n = 1. However, in the disc we assume that the SFR takes
place in two steps: first, molecular clouds form from the diffuse gas. Then stars form from
cloud-cloud collision or by the interaction of the molecular clouds with massive stars. The
first process in the halo depends on the volume with an efficiency taken as constant for all
haloes. Conversely, the second process is a local one and also assumed to possess a constant
efficiency. In our older MD05 models, we had assumed that the other two processes were
dependent on the volume of the disk and on an efficiency considered to be a free parameter.
Both of these latter efficiencies, c and s , for the cloud and star formation, respectively, were
varied simultaneously through a number T which defined the set (c , s ). In this new grid
of models we have included new prescriptions to form molecular gas from diffuse gas, thus
eliminating the efficiency c as a free parameter. Finally only the efficiency s remains as a
free parameter.
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Figure 4: Scheme of our bi-parametric suite of models.
With these inputs we have finally a bi-parametric suite of models, as shown in Fig.4,
defined by the virial mass (which implies the size of the disk and the collapse timescale) and
the efficiency to form stars s . These models are valid for low mass galaxies as well as massive
ones. The starburst or Hii galaxies are included within the low mass and high efficiencies
models, while low surface brightness galaxies will be among the more massive ones with low
efficiencies. The MWG model corresponds to log Mvir = 11.95 and an efficiency s (T = 4).
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Figure 5: Radial distribution for the oxygen abundance, 12+log(O/H), for 5 different redshifts: z=0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 with red, cyan, green, blue, magenta and orange lines, respectively, as a function of: left) R in kpc, and right) as a function of the normalized radius
R/Reff .

3

Results

One of the most important results derived from this work for our MWG model is the time
evolution of the radial abundance gradient, in particular, for this work, oxygen. In Fig.5,
left panel, we represent the oxygen radial distribution, as 12 + log(O/H) vs R for 5 different
values of redshifts (see caption). The first thing we note is that it is impossible to distinguish
the results among z = 0 and z < 2 when the radial range is restricted to R ∼ 14 kpc, that is
around the optical radius or slightly larger. Only for higher redshifts is it possible to see a
difference.
This implies that a clear separation in data coming from Hii regions and PNe of 5-8 Gyr
old will not be apparent, such as [40] find. The second fact we see here is that the radial
gradient is the same for all redshift, when we measure it within the optical radius (which,
obviously, decreases with increasing redshift). This way, for z = 4 the radial gradient is the
same as for z = 0 when measured out only to R ∼ 5 kpc instead of (say) out to 15 kpc as in
the case for redshift z=0. This is quite reasonable since beyond the optical radius there are
few stars present to ionize the gas, and therefore deriving the gradient from the outer disk is
not relevant for comparisons with empirical data. This fact is more clearly shown in the right
panel of the same Fig.5, where 12 + log(O/H) is represented as a function of the normalized
radius R/Reff .
We have computed the temporal evolution of the radial oxygen gradient for the MWG
model. To do so, we have fit a least-squares line to our results, restricting the fit to radii
R < 3Reff . The resulting evolution is shown by the blue line in Fig.6. In that figure we have
also plotted some observational data from MWG [37, 54, 24, 60, 38, 21, 64, 12, 1], and also
from the other spiral galaxies [65, 52, 27, 40]. We see that our new results for a MWG-like
model are in better agreement with the most recent data, particular data derived from PNe.
The predictions from cosmological simulations from [48] and [20] are also plotted, showing
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Figure 6: Radial gradient for the oxygen abundance, as dex kpc−1 as a function of redshift,
compared with our old model predictions, with other data (see text), as labelled, and with
cosmological simulations results from [48, 20].
that our new model also agrees with the last one in which the feedback of the star formation
treatment is included. Much work remains to be done to explain the diversity of gradients
beyond that of the MWG though; this is left to a more detailed future study.

4

Conclusions
1. A grid of chemical evolution models with 16 different total dynamical masses in the
range 1010 to 1013 M is calculated.
2. 10 values of efficiencies s to form stars from molecular clouds are used (0 < s < 1).
3. The best combination with an IMF from [31]+ stellar yields from [18, 19] + [35, 9], is
used.
4. The stellar yields + IMF do not change the radial distributions of disks.
5. Using [58] prescriptions for Mhalo /Mdisk , we obtain the necessary infall rates to reproduce the radial profiles of galaxy disks
6. The HI-to-H2 formation prescriptions from Ascası́bar & Romero (in prep.) seem the
best ones to reproduce the MWG disk.
7. The slope of the Oxygen abundance radial gradient measured for R < 3 Reff has a
−1
value −0.06 dex kpc−1 , or -0.12 dex Reff
, when measured versus a normalized radius,
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in excellent agreement with the universal radial gradient obtained for CALIFA galaxies
[57].
8. The same slope is obtained for all efficiencies and all galaxy masses.
9. This slope does not change much with redshift when the infall rate is as smooth as we
have obtained recently, compared with old models with stronger evolution.
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